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In this paper we demonstrate the electrodeposition of nickel, a common ferromagnetic material, in various
magnetically desirable shapes including nanowires, nanoparticles and highly faceted shells. In order to obtain
three dimensional mesostructures, the electrochemical deposition of nickel was performed on highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) under different electrolyte composition and deposition potential conditions. Under
potentiostatic deposition at one distinct potential negative with respect to the reversible potential of nickel,
three stages of nucleation and growth take place leading to a complex morphology of deposits. However,
dual-pulse potential deposition and electrodeposition in low pH solutions causing hydrogen evolution, lead
to nickel deposits in the form of nanowires and nanoparticles with the complete absence of a faceted
morphology. Highly faceted nickel shells were electrodeposited via a dual-bath method on prefabricated
silver mesocrystals as 'template' electrodeposited on HOPG. Magnetic properties of faceted three dimensional
nickel shells reveal clear signatures of facets of mesocrystals in the form of sharp steps in measured hysteresis
loops and a strong magnetic anisotropy with respect to applied field direction.
ll rights reserved.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Controlling the shape of metallic mesostructures has been the
subject of intensive research in recent years because it provides one
with the ability to tune their magnetic and electronic properties [1–4].
Magnetic micro- or nanostructures have generally been fabricated by
lithographic methods [5], in addition to some other well known
routes for creating different shapes and size of magnetic structures
such as template-based methods [6].

Electrodeposition is an effective method for growing structures
with a range of sizes, from nanometers up to macroscopic dimen-
sions. The growth mechanism of electrodeposits on a surface
depends critically on the interaction strength between ad-atoms
and the surface. It is possible to grow structures ranging from epila-
yers to three dimensional (3D) islands [7]. The electrodeposition
of a metal onto a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) sur-
face occurs via a Volmer-Weber mechanism [8,9] in which three-
dimensional nuclei are readily formed. It has recently been reported
that ‘architecture-tuneable’ three dimensional (3D) Pb mesostruc-
tures can be grown by electrodeposition from simple aqueous
solutions [10–12] onto HOPG substrates. Simply by varying the
reduction potential an extraordinary variety of possible morphol-
ogies ranging from regular polyhedra and nanowires to multipods
and ‘snowflakes’ could be realized. Until now, electrodeposition and
magnetic properties of highly faceted ferromagnetic mesocrystals
have not been reported. Prior reports have only provided an
understanding of the nucleation and growth mechanism [13,14]. It
is therefore important to investigate this area as the development of
regular and faceted three dimensional ferromagnetic crystals by
electrodeposition may lead to rich new physical phenomena. The
effect of the shape of ferromagnetic crystals is quite interesting and
relatively little explored. For example, it is well known that domain
walls can be pinned at corners [15] and constrictions [16] in
multipod or star-shaped structures yielding multistable magnetiza-
tion states which should be readily observable.

The goal of this work is to controllably fabricate regular faceted 3D
nickel ferromagnetic mesocrystals and study their magnetic proper-
ties. Different electrodeposition conditions were investigated in order
to engineer the morphology of the nickel mesostructures. General
electrodeposition of Ni on HOPG and two deposition techniques
including dual-step and hydrogen co-evolution assisted deposition
techniques were investigated leading to different shaped regular 3D
nickel mesostructures. A hybrid method is also demonstrated here to
successfully produce highly faceted 3D nickel magnetic shells on top
of a silver mesocrystal ‘template’.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tsf.2011.03.058
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2. Experimental

Electrodeposition was performed in a conventional three-elec-
trode cell connected to a computer-controlled potentiostat/galvano-
stat instrument (microAutolab III). Commercially available HOPG
(grade 1 from SPI Supplies) was used as a working electrode in a
horizontal orientation inside the cell. A platinum plate was used as
counter electrode. A standard Ag/AgCl electrode and high-purity
silver wire were used as reference electrodes for electrodeposition of
nickel and silver, respectively. Electrolytes were prepared by dissol-
ving laboratory grade chemicals into deionized water with a
resistivity value of 18 MΩ·cm. Electrolytes for nickel plating were
deaerated for 10 min with de-humidified N2 prior to use. To obtain
appropriate deposition potentials, cyclic voltammograms were taken
in the different electrolytes.

To fabricate bulk nickel mesostructures, the electrochemical
deposition was performed in potentiostatic mode using the chron-
oamperometry technique, during which the current transients were
recorded while, for three-dimensional shell films of nickel, a two-step
dual-bath method was used to electrodeposit silver–nickel core–shell
structures on HOPG working electrode at ambient temperature.
Electrodeposition of nickel was carried out from different electrolytes
and Table 1 shows the electrolyte compositions used. For the dual-
bath method the following procedure was used: in the first step,
highly faceted silver mesocrystals were electrodeposited from an
aqueous electrolyte containing 100 mM of Ag nitrate in water at a pH
between 2 and 2.5. The value of pH was adjusted by adding nitric acid
into the primary solution containing simple nitrate salt. After
depositing silver, the sample was then gently rinsed in deionized
water and blow dried with argon. In the second step nickel was
electrodeposited from a Watt's bath, as indicated in Table 1. The
thickness of nickel shell was estimated from Faraday's law using the
computer-controlled deposition software (Autolab-GPES). For the
given surface area of the working electrode and the effective surface
density of silver islands, the nickel thickness was estimated to be
100 nm from the known total charge of 4 mC that passed through the
cell. Here the cathodic current efficiency of nickel was assumed to be
100%. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM model Hitachi 4300S),
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM model Asylum research MFP-3D) were used to
characterize the morphology and structure of the grown materials.

Mz–Hz magnetization measurements were carried out at 5K using
a linear array of 2 μm×2 μmGaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure Hall probes
(Hz is the field applied perpendicular to the plane of the Hall sensors
and Mz is the measured component of magnetization in the same
direction). Individual core–shell structures were removed from the
working electrode and placed on top of one of the active Hall elements
using a piezoelectric nanomanipulator under a high magnification
optical microscope. Mesostructures were fixed to the arrays with a
low melting temperature paraffin wax such that the base of the
pyramid was in direct contact with the sensor with the apex pointing
upwards (called the z-direction) and parallel to the surface of Hall
probe (called the x-direction). The Hall probes were operated with a
20 μA 32 Hz ac current and the Hall voltage detected with a lock-in
amplifier. An externalmagnetic field, Hz, was applied perpendicular to
Table 1
Composition of different electrolytes used for electrodeposition of nickel mesostruc-
tures on HOPG at room temperature.

Solution
number

Solution
name

Ni sulfate
molar/L H2O

Ni chloride
molar/L H2O

Boric acid
molar/L H2O

pH

1 Dilute 0.1 – 0.2 3.4–3.8
2 Watt's bath 2.3 0.6 0.5 3.2–3.5
3 Watt's bath

low pH
2⁎

⁎ The value of pH was adjusted by addition of an adequate amount of sulphuric acid.
the plane of the Hall array and the square base of the Ag–Ni structures
using a superconducting solenoid.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. General behavior of electrodeposition of nickel on HOPG

Cyclic voltammograms taken from dilute electrolyte (solution 1)
and the Watts bath (solution 2), show that nickel reduction occurs at
more negative potentials on the first potential sweep. However, nickel
start to deposit on HOPG at less negative potentials with lower nickel
content (solution 1a — not shown here due to space limitations). A
typical cyclic voltammogram is shown in Fig. 1 for the deposition and
dissolution of nickel from the Watts bath. The semi-reversible
behavior of the electrodeposition of nickel indicates it can be
deposited more easily on the second potential sweep due to the
breakdown of the nucleation barrier on HOPG [13].

Current transients recorded during electrodeposition of nickel
from dilute and Watts solutions (Fig. 1b) clearly show that a three-
stage nucleation and growth mechanism takes place, arbitrarily
divided on the graphs. The general mechanism of the electrodeposi-
tion of nickel from sulfate solutions on vitreous carbon substrates
shows the typical behavior described earlier by Abyaneh et al. [17]
including: (i) the deposition of a monolayer of nickel via two-
dimensional nucleation and crystal growth under special conditions
0 25 50 75 100 125 150
0.0

Time (sec)

Fig. 1. (a) A typical cyclic voltammogram taken in solution 2 (Watt's bath) on a freshly
cleavedHOPGat scan rate of 20 mV/s. The inset of panel (a) shows a cyclic voltammogram
taken in the same solution on silverwhich has been previously electrodeposited on HOPG
demonstrating a more positive reduction potential. (b) Current transient recorded during
one-step potentiostatic electrodeposition of nickel at −0.850 mV versus Ag/AgCl from
solution 2 (Watts bath). Inset of panel b illustrates the current transient for
electrodeposition of nickel at−0.850 versus Ag/AgCl from solution 1 (dilute).
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accompanied by hydrogen evolution on both the edges and tops of the
growth centers, (ii) three dimensional nucleation and crystal growth
on top of the first monolayer and (iii) the overlap of growth centers
initiated in the last parts of stage ii followed by outward growth into
the solution, which can be associated with the death of the initial
growth centers and the rebirth of new growth centers by further
nucleation. Fig. 2 illustrates SEM images of the progress of the three
stages of electrodeposition of nickel on HOPG at infinite deposition
times solely to recognize the three-stages. The first stage described
above can be negligible for the electrodeposition of metallic centers
on HOPG as there is no evidence of any rise in current at the beginning
of the current transient. This may be because of the very low surface
energy of HOPG and the low bonding energy between the metal
atoms and the substrate [13,14]. After a certain time, the current starts
to increase implying that Ni particles are being readily formed, as
shown on Fig. 2a. However, nucleation occurs preferentially at step
edges on the graphite surface. In the case of metal atoms residing on
HOPG surfaces, step edge selectivity is promoted due to its ability to
catalyze electron transfer to metal ions in solution [18,19]. Previously,
it has been demonstrated that the threshold required for nucleation at
steps is smaller than the nucleation on terraces [20]. As illustrated in
Fig. 2b and c, when the deposition process continues for long enough,
the coalescence of nickel centers at step edges and also terraces occurs
(i.e., stage (ii)) until the centers start to overlap (stage iii). At this
point, overgrown nickel is found to form. Fig. 2d shows the over-
lapped nickel centers indicating the destructive effects of hydrogen
evolution on grown centers. The simultaneous H2 reduction is evident
from the dark circles sporadically created by H2 bubbles growing on
the electrode surface. The Ni deposit can also be observed under the
evolving bubbles, which indicates catalytic reduction of H2 by
deposited Ni [21].

3.2. Electrodeposited nickel mesostructures in the form of nanowires and
nanoparticles

As seen, the electrodeposition of nickel from sulfate solutions at a
distinct potential reveals that particles and wires of nickel are formed
Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrographs taken of nickel electrodeposited from aWatts bath (so
150 s, representing the three stages of electrodeposition of nickel on HOPG.
at step edges and terraces, but this is not a reliable method for the
production of individual magnetic mesostructures. The morphology
evolution of nickel mesostructures was investigated by changing
the electrodeposition conditions in two ways including: dual-step
potentiostatic deposition and lowering the pH value leading to co-
evolution of hydrogen.

3.2.1. Electrodepositon of nickel nanowires
In the dual-step potentiostatic deposition method, two potentio-

static pulses were applied in rapid succession. The first is a nucleation
pulse lasting just 5 ms and having a deposition potential of−850 mV
versus Ag/AgCl. This pulse produces “seed” nanoparticles pseudor-
andomly on the graphite surface. Immediately following the nucle-
ation pulse, a growth voltage pulse with a deposition potential of
−580 mV versus Ag/AgCl is applied lasting up to a minute [8]. As
shown in the cyclic voltammogram in Fig. 1a for nickel, the potential
of this growth pulse is at the beginning of the nickel reduction peak in
the cyclic voltammogram acquired on freshly cleaved HOPG. At this
potential, the rate of nucleation is exceedingly slow, so the dual pulse
has the added benefit of enforcing a separation between nucleation
and growth in time. If the nucleation pulses are omitted, the
nucleation density along step edges would be low on average and
metal nanowires are not obtained. The selection of the growth
potential is critical and involves a compromise because values of this
potential that are too negative cause the nucleation and growth of
metal particles on terraces, whereas values that are too positive can
cause the rate of nanowire growth to be depressed to the point where
several hours are required. The optimization of nucleation and growth
for each metal, and each metal plating solution, involves considerable
trial and error [13,14,20].

This dual pulse method produces a high nucleation density along
step edges. With continued growth, this dense linear array of metal
nuclei evolves into a continuous nanowire with a diameter of 50 nm or
so [14]. Fig. 3 shows SEM and AFM images of nickel nanowires,
electrodeposited with the dual-pulse method, indicating that nano-
wires are deposited on step edges of HOPG. At the current conditions of
electrodeposition, nickel is deposited in the form of a nanowire having
lution 2) at a potential of−0.850 V versus Ag/AgCl for (a) 5 s, (b) 20 s, (c) 75 s and (d)



Fig. 3. Effect of dual-pulse plating and pH value on the morphology of nickel mesostructures. (a) SEM image of nickel nanowires electrodeposited at −850 mV versus Ag/AgCl for
5 ms and −580 mV versus Ag/AgCl for 400 s. Inset of a shows the precise diameter of a typical nickel nanowire in a high magnification image. (b) Three dimensional AFM image
shows the growth of one nickel nanowire with diameter of 100 nm. (c) and (d) SEM images of nickel nanoparticles electrodeposited at −1.1 and −1.2 V versus Ag/AgCl for 50 s.
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a diameter of about 120.3 (±6.5) nm, shown in the inset of Fig. 3a. The
length of the nanowires produced with this technique was observed to
be more than 20 μm with a uniform diameter along the wire axis.

3.2.2. Electrodeposition of nickel nanoparticles
In the next electrodeposition technique, we employed a low pH

Watts solution to produce Ni nanoparticles by exploiting the co-
evolution of H2 during reduction of Ni2+. This method has been
introduced earlier by Penner and co-workers [14] using nickel nitrate
solution at high pH values which make an appreciable contribution of
hydrogen evolution during nickel electrodeposition. Ni electrodepo-
sition from sulfate supporting electrolytes at pH 2 and 4 has been
investigated [21] and a strong influence of H2 evolution and its effect
on the morphology of Ni electrodeposits have been observed in this
electrolyte at conditions indicating excess of H3O+ over Ni2+, e.g., at
pH 2. Our results clearly indicate the presence of hydrogen evolution
in a modified Watts bath with a low pH value of 2. The electrode in
this experiment is partially covered with hydrogen bubbles that are
visible to the eye. In the cyclic voltammograms acquired in the
negative direction, separate peaks for nickel deposition and H2

evolution were not observed because a significant barrier to the
nucleation of nickel exists on graphite. The contribution of hydrogen
evolution to the current passing through the cell is higher when the
deposition potential approaches more negative values [14,21]. The
deposition potential, and hence the H2 coevolution rate, strongly
influences the morphology of electrodeposited nickel structures on
HOPG. This effect is seen in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of Fig. 3c and d, which were obtained for nickel nanoparticles
prepared using deposition potentials of −1.1 and −1.2 V versus Ag/
AgCl from solution 3. The size of nickel particles measured from SEM
images was 191.8 (±13.1) nm and 414.4 (±28.4) nm for the particles
electrodeposited at −1.1 and −1.2 versus Ag/AgCl, respectively. It is
also interesting to observe the narrow size distribution of nanopar-
ticles electrodeposited due to hydrogen evolution. This has been
described using Brownian dynamics simulations incorporating inho-
mogeneous diffusion-controlled nucleation and growth without
interparticle coupling [14].
As is evident in the images, we clearly find a complete absence of
facets on nickel mesostructures prepared using either dual-pulse
deposition or low pHmethods. The cause of this has been attributed to
fact that these mesostructures are nanocrystalline. The formation of
nanocrystalline nickel deposits with dual-pulse plating under high
current densities has been well studied for many years [22]. The
nanocrystalline nature of the nickel particles prepared from a nitrate
solution has been characterized [8,14] using electronmicroscopy data.

3.3. Electrodeposition of highly faceted nickel shell mesostructures on
HOPG

Although some studies have been performed on surface magne-
tism of textured magnetic films, there has been very little research on
faceted ferromagnetic crystals. Direct electrodeposition of nickel from
aqueous solutions does not form highly faceted crystals, as we have
also observed in our experiments. Therefore, we have used dual-bath
electrodeposition to coat a thinmagnetic shell layer of nickel on top of
a highly faceted mesocrystal ‘template’ like silver. It has been shown
that Ag can be deposited in the form of highly faceted hexagonal or
truncated hexagonal crystals [23]. Using the same method, highly
faceted silver hexagonal mesocrystals with different sizes and shapes
were electrodeposited from silver nitrate solution. Fig. 4 illustrates
two types of electrodeposited Ag mesocrystals studied in this paper
including (a) hexagonal Ag platelets electrodeposited at−60 mV in a
solution of 0.6 M AgNO3 for 5 s and (b) truncated Ag polyhedra with
6-fold rotational symmetry electrodeposited at −70 mV in a solution
of 0.1 M AgNO3 for 20 s. A Ni shell film with a nominal thickness of
~100 nm was then electrodeposited on silver mesocrystals from a
Watts bath (solution 2) at a potential of −800 mV versus Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. This value is estimated by counting the pre-
electrodeposited silver metallic centers on HOPG, calculating the total
surface of silver mesocrystals and applying the Faraday's law. On the
basis of this calculation there is likely to be a substantial error bar on
the nominal thickness value. Cyclic voltammograms taken from the
Watts bath on freshly cleaved HOPG and silver electrodeposited
HOPG, showed a considerable deviation from the equilibrium

image of Fig.�3


Fig. 4. SEM images of (a) a hexagonal platelet electrodeposited at−60 mV in a solution
of 0.6 M AgNO3 for 5 s and (b) a truncated 6-fold symmetric Ag polygon electro-
deposited at−70 mV in a solution of 0.1 M AgNO3 for 20 s. Ag cores have subsequently
been plated with Ni in a Watts bath to create Ag–Ni core–shell mesocrystals. Insets of
panel a show Ag and Ni elemental surface maps obtained from EDX analysis.
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Fig. 5. Hysteresis loops measured using micro-Hall probe magnetometry of individual
nickel–silver mesostructures. Panel (a) is for the mesostructure shown in Fig. 4a. Panels
(b) and (c) are for themesostructure shown in Fig. 4b, when the external magnetic field
is applied along the base (x-direction) and apex (z-direction), respectively.
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potential of reduction of nickel ions to solid nickel. This is shown in
the inset to Fig. 1a. When nickel is electrodeposited on the bare HOPG,
it starts to reduce at potentials more negative than −840 mV versus
Ag/AgCl reference electrode. In the presence of silver metallic centers
on HOPG, the reduction of nickel is facilitated as it starts to grow at
potentials more negative than −670 mV versus Ag/AgCl. At this
potential, the nucleation rate of nickel on HOPG is considerably slower
and the nickel shell is solely electrodeposited on silver centers. The
inset to Fig. 4a demonstrates the surface elemental distribution of
nickel and silver, taken using the EDX analyzer, indicating that nickel
is only detected on top of the silver mesocrystal. Surface roughening
of the polycrystalline nickel shell is clearly seen, either as a result of
the well established three-dimensional nucleation and growth
mechanism of nickel electrodeposition [24] or due to the presence
of hydrogen evolution [25] on the crystalline Ag core.

Magnetic hysteresis loops of individual Ni–Ag mesostructures,
with the different shapes shown in Fig. 4a and b, were measured and
reproduced in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, the magnetization reversal of the
hexagonal platelet structure exhibits regular coherent rotation of
ferromagnetic moments as expected for an approximately thin film
sample with in-plane anisotropy and no obvious facets. The same was
true for all mesocrystals with this shape that were measured. The Mz

value recorded at saturation for this structure seems to be greater in
magnitude than the truncated 6-fold polyhedron shown in Fig. 5b and
c. We have examined different hexagonal platelet Ag–Ni core–shell
mesocrystals andfind that themeasured saturation values ofMz donot
seem to be systematically dependent on the crystal size. We assume
then that the different values of of Mz can be ascribed to deviations of
the actual thickness of Ni shells from the nominal estimated values.
Fig. 5b and c shows magnetization curves for the truncated 6-fold
polyhedron measured for two different applied field directions,
parallel (b) and perpendicular (c) to the base of mesocrystal. For the
field applied along the z-direction we observe sharp steps in
magnetization reversal steps that appear to occur at characteristic
values of applied field.We link these steps to the abrupt reversal of the
faceted vertical sidewalls of the structure which have in-plane
magnetic anisotropy. A comparison of the magnetic behavior to
these two different-shaped structures clearly shows how magnetiza-
tion reversal can be tuned via shape control. The mechanism of
magnetization of such highly faceted structures is not yet completely
understood, but micromagnetic simulations carried out on simpler
scaled-down pyramidal-shaped Ni–Ag structures exhibit the forma-
tion of several stable and metastable states among which magnetic
vortex states are prominent in larger structures [26]. In this case
sweeping the magnetic field makes it possible to switch the magnetic
state abruptly between two vortex states, leading to kinks in the
magnetization curves. We are currently performing large scale micro-
magnetic simulations to understand the behavior of the structures
measured here. Switching events could, for example, occur via the
nucleation and propagation of domain walls that are pinned at
structural defects or geometrically ‘trapped’ due to the shape of the
mesostructures [27,28]. Previous studies [29] of the growth of Ni
nanostructures on HOPG have revealed that Ni has a nanocrystalline
nature with FCC lattice and it would be reasonable to expect the same
structure in our nickel film shells. We find that the specific Ni micro-
structure does not influence the observed step-wise magnetic beha-
vior, and presume that arises due to shape anisotropy in our thin films.

4. Conclusion

Magnetic properties of individual mesostructures are of great
interest in order to develop novel applications. Nickel mesostructures

image of Fig.�4
image of Fig.�5
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with different shapes ranging from nanowires and nanoparticles to
faceted shell films, have been electrodeposited on HOPG. A ferromag-
netic nickel shell was electrodeposited onto silver mesocrystals with
hexagonal platelet and truncated 6-fold polygon shapes. Measured
magnetization curves of these two structures show a smooth rotation
of magnetic moments for the hexagonal platelet and abrupt steps in
Mz for highly faceted truncated 6-fold polygons which are related to
very different characteristic magnetization reversal modes in the two
cases.
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